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All Bottled Up 
Dabair Davar 

 

"Mommy, I can't open the milk," whined five 

year old Goldie one morning. 

Later that day nine year old Shmuli approached 

his older brother. 

"Binyamin, my Rebbe gave out soda bottles to 

the best kids in the class today, 

but the cap is on so tight. 

Could you please take it off for 

me?" 

Two year old Rachel was 

becoming quite independent 

lately. She had figured out 

how to fill her bottle all by 

herself by climbing on a chair 

and turning on the cold water 

faucet. But in order to 

accomplish this feat, she had 

to unscrew it first.  

"Wouldn't it be a practical 

idea to invent a bottle opener 

so easy to use that even a baby would be able to 

open any bottle no matter how tightly it's screwed 

closed," mused Mrs. Berger to her husband one 

evening. 

"I'll accept that as a challenge," replied Rabbi 

Berger enthusiastically.  

Sure enough within a few short days and some 

tinkering around, another new invention was ready 

to astound the world. It was a simple invention 

designed more as a toy than a kitchen gadget. 

Rabbi Berger was inspired by the claw machines he 

had seen in arcades. He created a box with a hole 

on the bottom suitable for any size bottle or jar. The 

box was fitted with a crank on the side, much like a 

jack-in-the-box. When the crank was turned a claw 

lowered and attached firmly 

onto the cap and with minimal 

effort, presto, the bottle was 

open.  

Rabbi Berger found a 

company in China capable of 

producing the product to his 

specifications. In order to 

make it a profitable venture, 

he would have to order a mass 

quantity and hope that people 

would be interested in buying 

a glorified bottle opener. In the 

meantime, life in the Berger 

house went on as usual, and 

everyone put the invention 

out of their mind since it wouldn't be ready for a 

few months. Finally the delivery arrived late one 

Friday afternoon mere seconds before candle 

lighting. There was not even any time to open a box 

and check out one of the new gadgets. The kids all 

helped to quickly push the boxes into a corner. 

After Rabbi Berger had finished making Havdala 

he looked out of his (front) living room window and 

noticed many cars parked outside his house, as well 
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as throngs of 

people 

approaching 

his front door. 

Being dark he 

couldn't make 

out the faces.  

"Uh oh! I 

hope the FBI is 

not coming 

after you for 

going to the 

airport 

invisible," said 

a worried Mrs. 

Berger.  

Any action that is forbidden to do on Shabbos, 

may also not be discussed on Shabbos. You are not 

allowed to say that after Shabbos is over you plan 

on doing a melacha. This is known as the 

prohibition of Dabeir Davar instituted by the 

Nevi'im (Shmiras Shabbos Kihilchisah 29:1).  

 

Some opinions hold that you can’t open 

disposable bottles on Shabbos because they are 

still usable for storage even after opening the 

bottles and it is considered Boneh (Shmiras 

Shabbos Kihilchisah New Version 9:3 and footnote 

10). 

Other opinions hold you are permitted to open 

disposable bottles because they are not reused 

again after the contents of the bottle are finished. 

Therefore, it is considered garbage (Shmiras 

Shabbos Kihilchisah New Version 9:3 and footnote 

10). 

Even though a person is personally stringent 

and holds it is prohibited to open them, but since 

there is a lenient opinion (tzad heter) that a Jew 

may open the 

bottles on 

Shabbos, it 

would seem 

that would 

permit him to 

discuss 

opening 

bottles after 

Shabbos 

(based on 

Shulchon 

Aruch Horav 

307:16, 276:9).  

Since it 

was mutar to 

talk all about opening bottles after Shabbos, the 

Berger boys had excitedly blabbed to everyone 

they met that Shabbos about their father's 

wonderful invention.  

"We're going to have a live presentation 

showing off how easily it opens any shape and size 

bottle or can. Come one come all!" they bragged to 

their friends in Shul that Shabbos. 

The word of mouth advertising really worked. It 

seemed like the whole neighborhood had turned 

up at the Berger home in eager anticipation. 

Everybody was coming to see the bottle opener in 

action. Needless to say, that Motzai Shabbos Rabbi 

Berger was all sold out of bottle openers.  

Is it considered a violation of Dabeir 
Davar to say he plans on opening 

bottle caps after Shabbos? 
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